Please complete the simulation before consulting the answer key

I. Multiple Choice Questions

1. \[\text{[Hieroglyph]}\]
   (a) a lady (b) this woman (c) neither A or B

2. \[\text{[Hieroglyph]}\]
   (a) brothers (b) two lords (c) lords

3. \[\text{[Hieroglyph]}\]
   (a) weben ra (b) weben sesh (c) sedjem ra

4. \[\text{[Hieroglyph]}\]
   (a) the man loves the ladies (b) this lord loves two women (c) this man loves women

5. \[\text{[Hieroglyph]}\]
   (a) sedjem seshw en neb pen (b) sedjem sesh en neb (c) sedjem sesh en neb pen

II. True/False Questions

6. \[\text{[Hieroglyph]}\] is a uniliteral or one-sound sign

7. The sign for ‘D’ is an open hand
8. There are two signs representing the sound ‘B’

9. Egyptians write from left to right, right to left, top to bottom.

10. Egyptian hieroglyphs use a mix of phonetic, ideographic, and pictographic signs.